
Stylish protection from 
the elements

www.shutterconcepts.com.au
Australian Designed and made for Australian conditions

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT:

Surf Coast Shutters and Shade
 

Ph: 0404 663 300 
Email: sales@surfcoastshutters.com  

Web: www.surfcoastshuttersandshade.com.au

DESIGN.

The aluminium frames and blades can be supplied in anodised or powder coated finishes, 
to the colour of your choice.

The 90mm louvre blade had been specifically designed and engineered to cope with all 
types of weather conditions and have been tested for noise, wind load and resistance to 
wind pressures for cyclone regions.

Elipso Premium Louvre Shutters are custom made to suit your specific requirements and 
are available in a number of different configurations such as fixed, adjustable, stacking, 
bi-folding, sliding and hinged.



ELIPSO PREMIUM LOUVRE SHUTTERS

Being both stylish and practical the Elipso Premium Louvre Shutter has a wide range of applications and 
is a much sought after product throughout the Commercial and Domestic markets alike.

APPLICATION

Applications are wide and varied with a strong emphasis on balcony enclosures, room dividers and 
window protection, where privacy and sun shading is required.

Available as a fixed or adjustable blade, Elipso Premium Louvre Shutters can be mounted directly to the 
facade of a building or supplied within its own framework

The adjustable louvre system allows you to control the amount of light and airflow, or have them fully 
closed and even locked for added security.

ELIPSO PREMIUM LOUVRE SHUTTER STANDARD COLOUR RANGE

A range of Premium colours are also available.

The colours represented in this brochure are for marketing purposes only and may differ from actual 

product. Please check with your distributor before placing an order regarding colour and delivery time.

“ “Whether for practical reasons or purely 
as an aesthetic solution this truly is 
a multi functional product that will 
enhance your home or business...

PEARL WHITE GLOSS  GA078A

SURFMIST SATIN  GB136A

MONUMENT SATIN  GP129A

WHITE SATIN  GA124A

ANODIC SILVER GREY MATT  GL237A

CLASSIC CREAM SATIN EXCEL  GU145A

FEATURES AND BENEFITS

✓Made in Australia with Australian 
Aluminium

✓Short turnaround on 6 standard 
colours

✓Over 150 Premium Colours 
available

✓Blades withstand 100kg weight 
load

✓Paint coatings tested to Australian 
conditions 

✓Blades can be fitted horizontal
or vertical

✓Optional Security Blade locks

✓Light and breeze control

✓Wool pile on each blade

✓Security and insulation
enhancement

✓Street appeal and
Aesthetic improvement

✓Glass sections available

BI-FOLD FIXED

HINGED SLIDING




